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Thermodynamics as a basic tool for materials science & engineering 

Thermodynamic forces and materials 

� Materials scientists seek to tune the structure and synthesize materials with properties that provide optimum 
performance in every type of materials application – the structure-properties-performance triangle 
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� In order to design materials with optimum performance in various applications, we need to know how properties 
change in response to their environment 

o� These responses determine how we can synthesize/fabricate materials, build devices from materials, and 
how the devices will operate in a given application: 

� Raw materials –(synthesis, processing, fabrication)-> final devices 
� Materials are exposed to a variety of forces (mechanical, chemical, electrical, magnetic, etc.) 

during synthesis, processing, and in their final applications 
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An example: Drug delivery materials that respond to pH: 
•� The images below show optical micrographs of pH-responsive microporous hydrogels which were fabricated in 

the Irvine laboratory to have the 3D structure illustrated at left: 

image from:Busch and John, Phys. 
Rev. Lett. 83(5), 967-970 (1999). 

pH 9 10 µm pH 4 (Data: Yuhua Hu) 

•� The gels contain pH-sensitive amine groups that protonate at reduced pH. How does charging of the gel control 
swelling? What controls the swelling/collapse of these materials? These are questions we can answer 
qualitatively and quantitatively using thermodynamics. 

o� A thermodynamic driving force called the chemical potential (which will be a major player in our studies 
this term) drives water into/out of the gel: 

•� Using thermodynamics, we can predict how these gels should swell: 

o This is a qualitative sketch of a theory developed by 
Nicholas Peppas1- who was a graduate student at 
MIT! (This is an advanced calculation, but one which 
you will have the basic tools to understand by the 
end of the term.) 
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What is thermodynamics? 

2 points of view 

•� Thermodynamics provides the theory to understand how materials respond to all types of forces in their 
environment- including some forces you may have not thought about or recognized as ‘forces’. We will introduce 
two different points of view during this term: 

Classical thermodynamics 

•� Classical Thermodynamics is the theoretical framework to understand and predict how materials will tend to 
change internally in response to forces of many types on a macroscopic level. 

“[Thermodynamics] is the only physical theory of universal content which, within the framework of the 
applicability of its basic concepts, I am convinced will never be overthrown.” — Albert Einstein 

Statistical mechanics 

•� Statistical mechanics (or statistical thermodynamics) is the calculation of thermodynamic properties starting from 
molecular models of materials- either simple lattice models or quantum mechanical models. 

•� Why 2 approaches? 
o� Useful in different applications 
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Changes of state and equilibrium 

A sentence of new concepts 

• i i i i i ial i ic 
i i l ly , . 

Thermodynam cs s concerned w th pred ct ng the state of mater s at equilibrium us ng thermodynam
funct ons, part cu ar internal energy entropy, and free energy

o State 
 A unique set of values for the variables that describe a material on the macroscopic level. 

• For example: 

 The molecules in materials heat up, react, rearrange, change shape, form and break bonds with 
one another, and undergo myriad other changes in response to changes in their environment. 
The changes in macroscopic properties that occur due to these internal molecular 
interactions are changes in the state of the material. 

State AMaterial

Thermodynamic forces

Pressure

Temperature

Magnetic fields

Light

(more later)

State B State C State D

(V0, N0)

(V < V0, N0) (V > V0, N0) ( V0, N > N0)

•� Let’s continue to define a few key terms, as a brief introduction to the concepts we will focus on for much of the 
term: 

Equilibrium 

•� Equilibrium is defined as a state from which a material has no tendency to undergo a change. 
•� Analogy to potential energy: a ball rolling on hills and valleys: 
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•� We will return to define the different types of equilibrium states in mathematical terms later in the term. 
•� In physics, you learn that stable mechanical equilibrium is achieved when the potential energy is at its lowest 

level- when the potential energy is minimized. Similar extremum principles will come into play in reaching 
internal equilibrium in materials- we may look for the maximum or minimum of a thermodynamic function to 
identify equilibrium states. 

Internal energy (U) 

•� Internal energy is a quantity that measures the capacity to induce a change which would not otherwise 
occur. 

•� In freshman physics you learned: 

•� Internal energy in a material is ‘stored energy’- energy is transferred to a material via all the possible forces that 
act on it- pressures, thermal energy, chemical energy, magnetic energy, etc.- and is stored within the random 
thermal motions of the molecules, their bonds, vibrations, rotations, and excitations. 

Entropy (S) 

� Entropy is a non-intuitive but absolutely critical parameter of materials- along with the more common extensive 
parameters like volume and number of molecules. We will introduce a rigorous thermodynamic definition for entropy 
in the coming lectures, but let’s start with a conceptual interpretation of entropy to aid in our grasp of what entropy is: 
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• Suppose we consider a glass of water: 
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The balance between internal energy and entropy determines the behavior of real systems 

•� If I drop a crystal of table salt (NaCl) into a beaker of pure water, the salt will dissolve quite rapidly. It is 
equally common experience that once dissolved, the salt crystal will never spontaneously re-form- even 
though the bonding energy between ions in the crystal would be quite strong. This is common knowledge, but 
why should it happen? 

 So what drives the dissolution and non-resolidification of this crystal in water? The answer is that dissolution 
increases the entropy of the system, while resolidification would decrease the entropy: 
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•� There are many cases when the increase in entropy occurring for a given process is not obvious, but for any 
spontaneous process ever analyzed, entropy increases have been found. 

•� On a molecular level, once the atoms are released from the crystal, their thermal energy will scramble them 
thoroughly (and randomly) through the solution- and because this thermally-driven process is random, it 
extremely unlikely that it will ever randomly reverse. Finding the balance between energies (like bonding 
between molecules, or forces induced by an electric field) and entropy (random thermally-induced 
disorder) is what defines equilibrium states. 

The connection between energies, entropy, and equilibrium: thermodynamics is governed by 
thermodynamic laws. 

o� There are 4 thermodynamic laws in total, but the 2 most practically important laws, which will use 
thoughout the term, can be summarized as follows: 

FIRST LAW: ΔU = (work in/out) + (heat in/out)�

SECOND LAW: The entropy of the universe increases in any spontaneous process.�
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So what’s fundamental about it? 

•� Thermodynamics has many practical uses. It provides the theory to answer the following sorts of practical 
materials questions:2 

Thermodynamics in Materials Science 

•� Thermodynamics explains many phenomena in the natural world: 

•� …and it continues to be a fundamental part of new materials discoveries. 

Thermodynamics in Materials Engineering 

•� The interpretation of a material’s response to the forces in its environment is the basis of many technologies. 
Some examples: 

Thermodynamic Driving Force: Technology Based Upon It:

Temperature internal combustion engines, phase change

   materials

Electrostatic potential batteries, dielectrics

Mechanical stress All materials for load-bearing and structural

   applications

concentration gradients dialysis systems

Chemical reactions corrosion-resistant materials, batteries

Electric fields piezoelectric materials

surface forces engineered crystals and composites

Magnetic fields disk drives and magnetic storage materials
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A conceptual roadmap 

• Road map of the thermodynamics component: 

Lectures Topic What are we after? 
1-2 Basic concepts for 

thermodynamics 

3-7 The first law, work, and 
heat 

8-14 The second law and free 
energy at equilibrium 

15-20 Phase diagrams and 
thermodynamics of 

solutions 

21-24 Introduction to 
statistical mechanics, 

microscopic models of 
materials 
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Thermodynamic variables, systems, and functions 

Thermodynamic Variables 

• Remember that classical thermodynamics is concerned with macroscopic properties 

• 2 types of variables 
o intensive 

o Extensive 

Intensive variables:

(P,T) (P,T)

(P,T)

extensive variables:

(U,V) (U,V)

(2U,2V)
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o intensive and extensive variables form coupled pairs: 

• e.g. pressure and volume P <-> V 
• the product of one intensive variables multiplied by its coupled extensive variables is work 
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